Community Survey Verbatim Responses
Question: What is the single most important thing the City of Coronado could do to improve your quality of life?

1 - Bike lanes on Ocean & Orange Ave-Bike & walk friendly spaces on Ocean-Bike lanes in front of shores.
2 (I have a first and second...) Work on inclusion, starting in the schools. Not everyone had the good fortune
of being "born and raised in" or a "3rd generation" of Coronado yet we all live here now - schools and city
are very insular. Reduce speed on 3rd and 4th and give tickets for altered exhaust, loud radios, and speeding
on those streets.
3 * Police deter drivers from speeding through neighborhoods. *Schools - offer a homeschool option through
the school. I don't want my kids on a computer!
4 1) Oppose the low income housing requirement and 2) set aside certain parking areas dedicated only for
residents (and give residents decals for their cars)
5 1. Clean all the gunky gum off of sidewalk on Orange Ave! 2. Remove pepper trees!
6 1. Cost of housing 2. Air quality.
7 1. do not allow to buy a house and then close off the garage to prevent parking. My neighbor has three cars
in front of a 40 foot lot and closed off the garage. Tandem parking usually does'nt work. So here is the real
problem. 2. The parking is impossible in some neighborhoods. It will worsen in summer. Is there a way to
build a public parking facility with tram to move people? 3. enforce bicycle rules. Bicyclist run across
intersections without even thinking of stopping. What about the poor motorists? 4. Enforce the no biking,
skateboarding, etc in the business district. Especially in summer with all the temporary tourists. It gets
downright dangerous with bicycles splayed across the sidewalk, strollers, occ skate board, and pedestrians.
Too much in a narrow spot.5. Keep the sidewalk dining after COVID.
8 ABOLISH THE PRIVILEGE CULTURE THAN IS A MAJOR DEFEAT TO DIVERSITY.
9 Accept responsibility for the state highways (relinquishment) within the city.
10 Address dangerous car activity. Slow speeds. Stop signs at every corner. Make driving so inconvenient that
people will get out and walk or bike.
11 Address over-building & density issues (FAR).
12 Address the negative, "cold shoulder" attitudes toward people of diverse backgrounds held by many
residents and some city employees. The school system is also permeated with materials and practices that
show the employees at all levels need progressive training to avoid perpetuating harmful ideas about people
perceived to be of lower socio-economic class. My family has experienced a lot of serious problems here
compared to the other places we've lived. The most frustrating example to date: when my son was in TK
here, two of his classmates harassed him and excluded him from using shared classroom equipment because
he "doesn't have golden hair and blue eyes." This went on for several days, seemingly unnoticed by the
teacher as I tried to coach him to handle the situation constructively when it arrises. When I spoke to her,
she brushed it off as no big deal and the problems continued until classes were suspended due to the
pandemic. This is one of many times he has had to face this type of treatment in the Coronado school system
and he's so young that it's disheartening. Your faculty and staff need extensive training to proactively
recognize and address these issues. Some of his classroom materials (particularly those depicting slavery)
were poorly thought out and taught in ways that introduce/reinforce stererotypes about Black people and
African Americans among the student body.
13 Address the noise pollution provided by military @ 4am - 7 am. They blare stereos & wake me up everyday.
How is this allowed?
14 Address the sewage problem sooner *** And immediately address the bridge - suicide challenge.
15 Address the storm water run off into the ocean, reduce the use of pesticides and address the rising sea levels.
Educate the residents about the damage their actions can cause to the environment.
16 ADDRESS THE TRAFFIC ISSUES ON 3RD AND 4TH STREETS.
17 Adhere to the constitution and open all businesses fully. And fight the state housing construction mandate.
18 Affordable housing
19 Affordable housing for home ownership for middle class income families. Housing for 400,000$ to
$650,000. We need to have nurses, police, firemen, service people to be able to offer to live in Coronda.
20 Affordable Local Commercial Services ie... Food, Entertainment
21 Affordable senior living environments
22 Allow ADUs to be built.
23 Allow me to build an ADU over my garage. I've ben trying for over a year
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24 ALLOW ONE (OR UPTO) / 5 DAY RENTAL PER YEAR BEFORE IMPOSING 26 DAY MIN.
REASON: IRS ALLOWS < / 5 DAYS WITHOUT TAXES; MOST FOLKS WHO ISNT RENT (EVEN
FOR >26 DAYS) LIE TO IRS -- THE CURRENT POLICY HELPING YOUR RESIDENTS CONFORM
TO LAW. IF WE ALLOWED EACH RESIDENCE A 15 DAY GRACE PERIOD, FOLLOWED BY THE
26 DAY LIMIT, YOU'LL ALLOW HOMEOWNERS TO BETTER THEIR FINANCIAL POSITION,
COMPLY W/ LAW, AND STILL LIMIT SHORT TERM RENTALS SIGNIFICANTLY. ALSO NEED
MORE COMPETITION FOR INTERNET - FIBER? IN THE CAYS?
25 Almost perfect , except rude tourists
26 Attract more doctors and health specialists. (Just a throw in - keep the skateboards off Orange Ave
sidewalks)
27 Avoid spliting one family lots into 3 or 4 houses.
28 Be more open with residents about it's major capital expense projects.
29 Be more vocal about pollution from the Tijuana River.
30 Be more welcoming to the folks that live here that are not in the highest tax bracket... I have friends across
the spectrum from low earners to the highest of high and I can tell you there is a vast difference in how they
feel like they fit in, and how much their opinion is valued. I would also like to see a stronger crack down on
drug related drug related crimes. It seems like they are on the rise, and that there is very little seriousness
taken to drug use, or distribution on the Island, and we are feeling more on more of the impact as addiction
levels are hitting a high from COVID.
31 Be transparent and honest in its consideration of high expense activities, such as the golf course sewage
project.
32 Beautify the median strip along Silver Strand Blvd
33 Better control of base traffic and access to San Diego.
34 Better cooperation with local navy.
35 Better infrastructure.
36 Better long term planning. Mistakes have been made with, for example, Rt 75 going to the city. Personal
political ambitions strongly influenced our initial response to the pandemic and were an embarrassment.
Parking is terrible and nothing is planned to make it better. Too much short term reactionary management.
37 Better parking for residents during the summer months, or more options coming from the Cays. It's also
difficult to shop and dine with the current 2 hour limits in many spots.
38 Better program in senior center. Less traffic and lower speed 3rd 4th streets.
39 Better quality grocery stores.
40 Better respect for minorities by police and parking enforcement
41 Better street design in residential areas and more parking options in the business areas
42 Better support ADU options
43 BIKE LANE ON ORANGE AVE., INSTALL SOME TESLA SUPERCHARGERS, RE-START SUMMER
CONCERTS IN THE PARK.
44 Bike lanes, especially on orange & to cross 3rd & 4th, maybe overhead pass over 3rd, 4th but need a lot
more bike lanes all over.
45 Bike way in the beach of coronado hotel all the way to the base , put more sculptures , promote artists from
all over the world
46 BRING BACK THE BRIDGE TOLL $ 2 MINIMUM. $.25 box of stamps for the toll for residents and
military personnel and this will eliminate the people taking shortcuts down to the South
47 Build a multi-use path on the beach from The Del to Dog Beach/Sunset Park
48 Bury the power lines.
49 Bury the powerlines that run through the city.
50 Bury utility lines.
51 Check over-building/single families that in fact are multi - rentals.
52 Check the timing of the left turn light @ 6th & Orange. *Help support lambs theather if possible!
53 Clean Ocean
54 clean up the ocean so swimming will be safe
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Communicate more.
Continue to allow a free flow of ideas in your city council meetings.
continue to be proactive about street cleaning
Continue to control the pandemic and get back to normal life.
Continue to preserve the residential character by advocating for home owners and long-term renters as well
as keeping the schools military friendly, while also limiting the ability of developers to drive costs with high
end housing geared toward tourists and temporary residents.
continue to support health and programs
Control density
Control density of development
control housing density
Control over cyclists
Control the increasing density of housing. Stop the razing of cottages and their replacement with multi unit
or large structures that change the residential culture of the island.
Control the sewage flow from Tijuana
control traffic
Coronado is becoming more and more expensive. It seems we welcome the super rich and small businesses
have no chance to survive. Home prices go up, rent goes up. It's making it difficult to imagine a future for us
here.
Cost of living.
Create opportunities and a welcoming environment for all people. Be less snobby.
Creating opportunities for adults, young adults and children to get involved in community events as a way to
get to know one another.
Deal with the complete disregard the Navy has for the City. Auto traffic during early hours and flights of
aircraft increasingly more over the top of our residential neighborhoods. The Navy is not a good neighbor.
This does not mean we dislike the Navy...we have served in it and respect it. Just need the Navy to do more
proactive efforts to limit its impact on our town. The recent "back room" deal the Navy pulled off to delay
the relinquishment acceptance of State Routes 75 and 282 from Caltrans is a good example of the insincerity
they bring to all matters "Coronado." Simply put they are not our friends. They need to drive, fly and BE
neighborly.
Decrease all the street parking, esp near alleys and corners. Makes intersections/street crossings very
dangerous. Also, prevent overcrowding die to overbuilding.
Decrease tourism.
Defeat the SANDAG mandatory housing increase forcing Coronado to add more than 1k homes to an
already crowded and limited space; continue work to get the federal government to prevent Tijuana raw
sewage from being dumped in the ocean and creating toxic health issues on IB and Coronado beaches.
Develop an action plan regarding sea-level rise.
Divert traffic off orange Ave! Make a left turn lane from the bridge to Glorietta Blvd. or Pomona - During
heavy traffic times you can't turn left off of 3rd on to orange without waiting for several light changes.
Do everything in there power to oppose the new housing requirement
Do not allow bike riding in front of The Shores or the Coronado Hotel and more policing of bikes on
sidewalks.
Do not build low income housing across the street from the beach on Hwy 75!
Do not build low income housing here
Do not increase density of housing.
Do NOT increase the density of housing
Don't allow such huge residential structures to be built. Singe family homes are enormous now!! Don't
promote tourism through "Discover Coronado".
Don't change!
Don't increase density any more than it already is.
Don't increase mass housing.
don't know It is very good now
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Don't permit new restaurants that will have bands or live entertainment in areas that are also residential
Downtown sidewalks free of bikes, skateboards and etc!
Downtown traffic on the weekends. Affordable housing.
Drastically reduce traffic
Educate the police in handling residents, visitors, and students who come from diverse ethnic or economic
backgrounds.
Elderly care and housing services
Eliminate Loud Exhaust sounds from cars, trucks and motorcycles.
Eliminate naval base traffic and noise on 5th street
Eliminate residential over-development that is destroying the Coronado community/image; so not allow
large ugly multi-family buildings that replace older single residences that have yards/grass. It is a plague by
christian rice and his goons to please the wealthy non-resident developers who have no interest in preserving
the Coronado heritage.
eliminate the threat of ocean and beach contamination from mexico
Encourage new businesses
Encourage quality schools; insist that they fully open and that teachers worry more about really educating
(not indoctrinating) students. In fact, more attention should be given to providing a good community for
residents; currently, all emphasis seems to be on making Coronado an appealing tourist destination.
Enforce "No left turns" on San Luis Rey Ave.
Enforce and control the traffic and related parking year around. Stop lights for better access to cross 3rd and
4th other than Orange Ave. Take better care of residents vs visitors.
ENFORCE CODE VIOLATIONS (PARKING RV VEHICLES, CONTAINERS ETC PERMANENTLY
KEPT IN BACK LANES, ILLEGAL RENTALS, ETC).
Enforce current city codes without my needing to go to war with my neighbor (30 foot high bamboo; 8 foot
fence not permitted)
enforce current laws/rules (re: mask enforcement regardless of vaccination statistics)
Enforce existing codes and laws
Enforce existing motorcycle noise ordinances--illegally modified mufflers & open pipes make our lives
****. No one cares.
Enforce jaywalking.
Enforce laws including traffic, no smoking, no biking on sidewalk, no dogs on the beach except the dog
beach, and noise
enforce no bike riding on boardwailk in front of Coronado Shores
ENFORCE NOISE ORDNANCES @ NIGHT.
enforce off street parking regulations ,
Enforce parking laws (especially near the beach parking on corners forcing drivers to enter the intersection
to see if there is any oncoming cross traffic before crossing) and walking against the stop lights (10th and
orange)
enforce quiet hours in neighborhoods
Enforce speed and noise rules on silver strand.
Enforce speed limits on orange and motorcycle noise pollution. Somehow make STOP signs more
prominent so vehicles STOP at STOP signs, especially on residential streets.
Enforce speed, noise, motorcycles with modified exhaust on 3rd St. Fight SANDAG's requirement for more
housing on Coronado. Most of the questions asked in the survey would go to rock bottom replies if 1000
more units added to Coronado!
enforce speeding/parking violations in residential areas (SOOO hard to see at some intersections!)
Enforce the 95 decibel limit on vehicles. The loud obnoxious mufflers is noise pollution and disruptive to
quality of life
Enforce the existing laws, especially on the beaches and public spaces and specifically in regard to nonresidents who regularly ignore our local laws (littering, graffiti, loud obnoxious behavior, urinating in
public, offensive "music" and general disrespect for others.
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121 Enforce the existing walk your wheels codes in business district and shores beach path. I have been almost
knocked down in both those locations
122 Enforce the NO wheels rules on Orange Avenue and the Paseo boardwalk
123 enforce the traffic laws on Ocean- cars, bikes and people jay walking
124 Enforce traffic flow restrictions(street access time limits) and excessive speed of base commuters
125 Enforce traffic laws (speeding, illegal parking and bicyclists).
126 Enforce traffic laws for pedestrians who cross main streets when its not their turn. Enforce traffic laws for
bikers who ride side by side on roads - especially large bike gronges.
127 Enforce traffic speed and noise from speeding vehicles. Police does not enforce this is the periphery like
Alameda Blvd, 10th st etc.
128 Enforce traffic violations/speeding. Traffic is terrible on this island
129 Enforce vacation rental and add further restrictions/taxes for 2nd homes that are degrading the residential
community. Walking through neighborhoods too many vacant homes.
130 Enforcement of bikes on sidewalks downtown
131 Even though it's certainly not the majority of residents, there is a segment of our city who promote an image
of privilege and entitlement. As in any town they seem to have the loudest and most persistent voices. They
seem to be the most influential with the decision makers. Consequently, our city is being run more to cater
to tourism than to its residents. I think that exclusivity has very much tarnished the image of Coronado as a
place to line, in favor of a place to merely visit.
132 Facilitate hi-speed fiber internet installation already ! Our island community is literally not up to speed with
the rest of our country's modern internet infrastructure.
133 Fair and expedient public service in regard to tree removal
134 Federal govt. to work with Mexico for a clean ocean. Coronado, too!
135 Fight densification
136 Fight the housing issue hat SANDAG has caused
137 Fight the over-reach SANDAG assignment of 900 low income units. It's ridiculous.
138 Finally, solve the horrendous traffic problems on Third and Fourth streets, and the summertime traffic
problems on Orange Avenue
139 Find a way to address signaling at Orange & 4th for pedestrians/cyclists. Very dangerous intersection.
Increase no parking areas at intersections in all areas of the city. Visibility for drivers and cyclists is very
poor at many locations throughout town. A child was hit 3 weeks at at 10th & E where it is nearly
impossible to see cars or cyclists at intersections because SUVS, vans, and other high profile vehicles are
allowed to park so close to the intersection of these residential streets. Put in place speed bumps and other
mitigation efforts to slow down drivers commuting to and from the base gates through residential areas.
140 Find a way to ease weekend and tourist traffic
141 Finding a solution to the decades old problem of too much traffic, especially from the base.
142 Fix 3rd and 4th, and make is to people can cross it.
143 Fix sidewalks and streets, please.
144 Fix the sewage problem from the TJ river, go after the Feds
145 Fix the sewage run off that closes our beaches, more open swim hours at the community center
146 Fix the sidewalks
147 Fix the traffic problems.
148 Fix the uneven areas of the sidewalks to prevent a tripping hazard
149 Free bus down Orange Avenue
150 Get a real grocery store! Improved restaurant options!
151 Get all bicycles off the sidewalks!! Everywhere and enforce it!
152 Get control over dogs r pets. Make sure they use leash and people should walk with their dogs close to them
not all the way on the walkway.
153 Get more people on bikes and less in cars. Address the ocean situation with IB and Mexico.
154 Get our kids back in school full time!!!
155 Get rid of all the tourists!!!!!!!!!!!
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156 Get rid of cross walks on orange ave that do not have lights-make cross only signs at lights and stop people
from crossing at poor visibility corners
157 Get rid of fireworks on the bay and whole island - terrible pollution.
158 Get rid of the speed bumps on Pomena/ Glorietta. Add some kind of bridge or tunnel for Pomena walkers,
bikers to cross 75. Get rid of toll booth area on 75. When are you going to add more E-car charging stations?
159 Get the kids back to school ASAP!!
160 Get the sewage issue at the beach fixed. Get suicide bars up on the bridge. Enough lives lost.
161 Get Tourism under control It seems that the Hotel Del owns the city. That they were allowed to build a
new convention center and build a circus of tourists overwhelming our city is appalling. The xmas before
COVID, my husband and went for a walk to see the lights at the Del. The place was overrun. It felt like the
BoardWalk in Mission Beach. The direction the city seems to have taken is getting money at the cost of
quality of life of its Residents. My husband and I have a long history in Coronado. He was born here and
My Grandmother graduated from CHS in 1934. The City needs to balance their goals to match residents
desires for quality of life. The facilities and services that we have from the money we received from
Tourism may not be everything that residents want. I remember having poorer facilities but a sense of our
community being built for residents not for money from tourists.
162 Give more tickets for speeding on residential streets.
163 Good night lighting AND a safer crossing for pedestrians and the cars/ bikes at the junction of Olive ave-E
Ave-8th Street. We live close to this junction and cross frequently, cars whiz thru this junction and hardly
ever stop or slow for pedestrians because it is not a highly visible junction if one is unfamiliar with the area.
164 Have a good size fenced in dog park in walking distance in the village (main residential) area.
165 have a strong, definitive response to minority children and other residents being discriminated against- to
make this place more welcoming to all people
166 Have freq bus throughout year, to traffic by tourists decrease.
167 Have year round regular bus service from The Cays to the Village with multiple stops at each end
168 Heavy traffic to the bridge from 2:30 pm to 6 pm.
169 helicopter and airplane noise
170 Help me be active outside
171 I appreciate the city-funded commuter ferry rides--thank you. I think pedestrians in crosswalks with signals
should be given a head start of a few seconds before the traffic light turns green. I've seen this done
elsewhere, and it might work well here.
172 I believe Coronado doesn't have a center, the Mayor doesn't take the time to walk around the island or be
seen by the residents.
173 I cannot think of anything; I personally do not care for California, however, I love living in Coronado. It is
just the perfect place to live.
174 I don't think there is anything that they could do that isn't being done. Keep up the great job!!
175 I find the emphasis on attracting visitors to Orange Avenue businesses is fine for visitors and inhibiting for
residents. The thought of spending time on Orange Avenue, going to businesses or restaurants, on weekends
and holidays is not inviting to me, especially over this past year when so many people did not wear masks
while walking around. I also did not support our mayor's drive to keep all businesses open when
recommendations from health agencies were not advising that.
176 I have never lived anywhere else where at every town you have to worry about a rent hike if you call to have
something fixed, or 10/ 12 mos. have gone by. You spent several pages asking about diversity and fairness but there is no financial diversity in Coronado - which means eventually there also won't be diversity of
other kinds. (and i am not talking ethnic/ color diversity - i am talking: artists, musicians, teachers,
plumbers, etc. can't afford to live here.)
177 I love Coronado. It is like a paradise to live. But if I would suggest something, I would suggest improving
the bike lane between Coronado and Coronado Cays.
178 I think partial nudity, such as thong bikinis, should not be allowed at the beach. Many men struggle to
overcome pornographic images and children do not need to be exposed to partial nudity. Let's keep
Coronado beach family friendly.
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179 I wish the beaches were more clean and there weren't as many houses as there are.
180 Impose a 1000 PM noise curfew
181 Improve access to to and facilities at the beach such as resident only parking, boardwalk for safely running
and biking, etc.
182 -Improve housing availability options. Allow ADUs to have fewer restrictions. -Note that a large number of
Tijuana drug cartel affiliates have been moving into Coronado. This has resulted in a significant population
shift. Many of these individuals & families are not U.S. citizens & do not pay taxes. This needs to be
investigated on a large scale.
183 improve mid afternoon
184 Improve parking.
185 Improve parking.
186 Improve the schools, teachers and administrators need to provide appropriate educational opportunities to all
students. Opportunities are severely limited. The city council should only help schools if the funds go
directly to students.
187 Improve the traffic/pedestrian/parking relationship on Ocean Blvd. like what has happened on first street
where there is plenty of room for bikes, parked vehicles and people who wish to walk. The beach is our #1
draw for tourist and our primary resource for community enjoyment, yet nothing has been done to improve
the flow of traffic, allow for bikes and pedestrians for many years. The amount of traffic that goes to the
base on Ocean needs to have an alternative because the road is too narrow for access - again compared to the
other access points on 1st street or 3rd and 4th. This is an important problem that never gets to the top of
the agenda for the city and offers the most long term benefit if thought through carefully now.
188 improve traffic congestion
189 Improve traffic flow
190 Improved Support for Small Businesses and local economy
191 increase bicycle safety
192 Increase city funding for Lamb's players theater and generally promote the performing arts.
193 Increase diversity.
194 Increase maintenance of sidewalks! Four months ago I tripped while walking in Coronado and sustained a
concussion, a fractured clavicle and fractured lumbar vertebra. As we discuss expenditures to improve our
community (and to keep residents safe). Please address our uneven, hazardous sidewalks. If their is a current
maintenance program, it is not sufficient!
195 Increase police protection with the influx of border crossings
196 Increased enforcement of existing laws, rules, and regulations. Visitors should see Coronado as unfriendly to
scofflaws.
197 Innovate on childrens activities
198 Install a small restroom and outdoor shower between the Shores public ramp going to the public beach.Ch
19: Turn down the volume. It is louder than all other channels, and very annoying while channel surfing,
especially at night. On Ch 19 guests, such as the exercise lady, give her a lapel mike. Her current audio is
bad.Ch 19: Continue to show City Council meetings over-and-over.Ch 19: More interesting Mario tennis,
and less boring, old lady exercises. Cut grass on Orange half as often, and use the funds saved for
something more important.Make the sidewalk on Ocean Blvd wider. Why not bulldoze/push the rocks back
3 feet and repour the concrete sidewalk.
199 Install a stop light at 3rd street & Alameda.
200 install speed bumps on Alameda Blvd and add Stop Signs
201 Install video surveillance cameras around town to reduce property crimes like bicycle theft and packages
being stolen. Enforce the speed limits on 3rd, 4th, Alameda and other speed zones.
202 I've seen a lot of speeding vehicles that don't stop at stop signs on residential streets in Coronado and I have
seen a lot of near misses for peds and cyclists. I have also witnessed vehicles driving the wrong way onto
3rd and 4th Streets. Therefore the single most important thing to me and my family is vehicular safety,
whether it's speed control or more oversight.
203 KEEP BEACHES CLEAN.
204 Keep doing what you are doing! Kudos to the Mayor and City Council
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205 Keep fighting against adding 1000 new living spaces as it is already crowded here and we need to keep the
small town classy atmosphere. My family has been on Coronado since 1961, i recently built a house here so
will live out my life on Coronado. I am 58. I would like to give plus for (a) new black top on roads, (b) hotel
del restoration; (c) priority of arts with flags on OrangeI recommend the following: (a) get powerlines
underground--will be big problem if we have earthquake; (b) carefully monitor the traffic bottleneck that
will occur by the new del entrance as we will have 2 traffic lights very close together; (c) advertise in Eagle
when streets will be swept so we can move our cars/add street sweep to ally's as there is a lot of dust and
debris in ally's (d) help to facilitate getting a female on the City Council---the council has been male
dominated for many years and it would be ideal to have some gender diversity. Keep doing the great job you
206 KEEP NAVY TRAFFIC OFF OUR RESIDENTIAL STREETS ENCOURAGE THE NAVY TO "FLY
FRIENDLY" AS WE ALL CAN SHARE THIS SPACE AND RESPECT CORONADO'S SAFETY AND
AIR QUALITY. MAYBE PUT THE TOLL BACK ON THE BRIDE TO DISCOURAGE PASSING
THROUGH TO AVOID THE FREEWAY SOUTH AND ENCOURAGE NAVY WORKERS TO
CARPOOL.
207 Keep population density LOW
208 Keep restricting short term rentals (or further restrict) to keep housing affordable for active duty families
that want to live & work here.
209 Keep the Ferry Landing as it is with just some quality updates.
210 Keep the historical charm of the Island by keeping existing properties and not over building.
211 LAW ENFORCEMENT FOR BOTH TOURIST AND RESIDENTS. Bicycle enforcement on business
district sidewalks AND enforce NO SMOKING in public spaces. Too often, we witness law enforcement
turning their heads pretending not to see this. As a tax payer, I expect the laws to be enforced, we the
public, should not have to be put in position to say something, it is after all part of where my tax $ goes.
212 Law enforcement.
213 Less congestion, overcrowded
214 LESS CONSTRUCTION ON HOMES.
215 Less density
216 Lighting on residential streets
217 Limit fishing times on the ferry landing pier, because at night there is little or no security patrol. Thank
218 limit building billy boxes
219 Limit density
220 limit growth, especially any high rise
221 Limit housing density
222 Limit housing density - already crowded (impacts traffic, noise, pollution).
223 Limit increasing residential density
224 Limit more residences
225 Limit or eliminate the state's pursuit of low income housing based on a flawed formula that was accepted by
SANDAG. Also, it is very important to work with the Federal Government in reducing the Tijuana sewage
water issue.
226 Limit oversized buildings on lots, limit overdevelopment by hotels, decrease size and height of buildings
227 limit permit to build, traffic is terrible, and security is worsen
228 Limit residential new construction to that adds new housing units. The city is far too crowded now and this
has exacerbated the traffic problems.
229 Limit the crowding
230 Limit the number of low income housing proposed by the state.
231 limit traffic
232 Limits housing impacts.
233 Listen
234 Listen to the silent majority and not just loud voices
235 Location of low income housing on strand is absurd. What avenues is city pursuing to stop mandated
housing increase.
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236 Low cost mental health available! Spread the kindness Rep "Kindness is contagious." God bless all who
service Coronado, for.
237 LOW HOUSING DENSITY.
238 lower cost grocery store and green space for homes. So much concrete around homes feels like a concrete
jungle. Rent has gone up $1,000+ in just the past 2 years.
239 Lower cost housing
240 Lower cost of WIFI (High speed).
241 Lower housing costs, cost of living.
242 Lower speed limit from first St to Coroals Shores.
243 Lower the cost of living; police enforcement (petty crime is increasing but also during COVID, there were
restaurants blatantly operating during shut down that were ignored). Figure out better traffic flows.
244 Lower the density in residential areas.
245 Lower the FAR
246 Lower the noise factor! between navy aircraft, motorcycles, pick-up trucks, souped up cars. loud music
coming from cars, Coronado is the noisiest place I have lived which includes areas in eight different states,
and three other countries. Cheers to the town's efforts in banning electic powered leaf blowers.
247 Maintain and improve the small town essence of the village. Resist tourist trap type businesses and maintain
quality establishments that both the residents and tourists want and need. Avoid the type businesses that
walk out of their venues and stop people on the sidewalks. Focus on the quality of the community with city
plans not business pressures that will de-value our city in the long term.
248 Maintain community safety and small town feel.
249 maintain current level of single family homes so our neighborhoods don't become all multiple family
dwellings: condos, apartments, etc.
250 Maintain high standards of care and cleanliness in public spaces such as beaches and parks (already great).
251 Maintain safety.
252 Maintain single family home zoning.
253 Maintain the beach and bay parks and access for an.
254 Maintain the beautiful trees and front yard gardens and Orange Ave beauty flowers and nature! And keep
the island clean of trash and being dirty! And, hard to say, but keeping out the homeless!!
255 Maintain the current population.
256 Maintain the police at the current level as well as the fire dept
257 Maintain the small town charm Coronado has always had. I was born here in 1975, graduated from CHS and
now live here with my husband.
258 Maintaining the charm and small town feel that Coronado has always had. We dont need to be pacific beach
or any other high tourist area. We need to realize that people came here for the charm of a small beach town.
This is not Disneyland. We dont need for all access to all areas.
259 maintaining the small town quality along with a casual atmosphere
260 Make artist studio space available and affordable to many CORONADO artists (Visual artists as well as
writers, dancers, musicians, performers included) like Spanish Village in Balboa Park (Supported by City of
San Diego) in exchange for being open to public interaction and some artists teaching or performing etc. creating a vibrant art space/location. I believe the artists are Juried to be chosen and some studios are shared,
with long term agreements to allow artists to develop businesses. (Not a select few or only transitory artists
in residence.) If I were selected to be one of these artists I would be committed to a "open house night" one
night a week like Liberty Station has created that helps all businesses thrive. - Our Community and
Beautiful Location makes us unique!
261 Make it law and enforce single file bike riding "groups" of two or more. Making Coronado bike friendly
(Blairs doing) has been a disaster.
262 Make it more affordable
263 Make mask wearing a personal choice!!
264 Make masks mandatory, monitor safe public distance rules oversee health recommendations during
pandemic
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265 Make more affordable housing. As a military member with a working spouse, renting suitable house is
increasingly more expensive and unattainable.
266 make orange avenue one lane going and one lane coming
267 Make the crossing between San Luis Rey and Guadalupe a 4-way stop
268 Make the free shuttle year round
269 Make walking and using a wheelchair feel safer in Coronado--which could include better illumination, dogs
all being on leashes, smoother sidewalks in areas where it's too dark to see the ground at night, cutting back
peoples' plants from the sidewalk, doing something to make walking across 3rd at Orange on the bridge side
make cars see pedestrians and yield the right of way, getting more green space or open public spaces as the
parks seem to keep getting smaller over the years, perhaps a bike lane instead of parking on one side of
Orange and public areas to sit on the other side. Some of those particulars the city couldn't do, but
privileging pedestrians over cars would be lovely.
270 Making the street crossings on Orange safer for both walking and biking. 2 lanes do not stop.
271 Manage cost of living for essential services
272 Masks during pandemic; traffic management
273 Minimize changes!
274 mitigate daily military workers from driving on non major artery exit streets in town
275 Monitor base traffic intersection of 2nd, J & palm is dangerous motorists from base blow right through the
YIELD signs painted on the street.
276 Monitor traffic speed and safety on main streets.
277 More affordable housing
278 More affordable housing
279 More affordable housing for citizens.
280 More bike lanes
281 More bike lanes and slowing traffic on Palm and Olive.
282 More community events like 92118 day
283 MORE DEDICATED (AND PAINTED) BIKE LANES, PARTICULARLY ON MAJOR STREETS (eg,
ORANGE AVE). If i could have a second input, it would be to regulate new home and exterior remodeling
to preserve the town's look. There are too many cookie-cutter mega-houses from the same few architects,
each one replacing a more modest cottage bungalow. In 15 years, Coronado will cease to be a many - family
town entirely.
284 More designated (painted/push-button) crosswalks along Orange ave.
285 More enforcement by Coronado PD for speeding on residential streets, disregard for STOP signs, all riding
on sidewalks in city commercial area.
286 More flower beds, burry utility poles
287 More inclusive engagement and celebration of Coronado's diverse community; increase representation in
community leaders, government, and decision-makers to include more women, younger members, those
with a variety of racial/ethnic backgrounds, and a multitude of socio-economic statuses to generate a
stronger investment in the fabric of our community.
288 more lighting on the residential streets in coronado
289 more lights on residential streets.
290 More parking more control over workers and especially construction workers from parking on our streets.
291 More parking!
292 More places to sit for sharing conversation or resting while walking. More picnic tables in park, by library
and bay side.
293 More police patrols in the cays
294 more restaurants where residents can eat healthy foods at an affordable price.
295 More restrictive residential zoning/no billy boxes/no houses stacked 3 deep on a lot
296 More street lights on residential areas.
297 More strongly enforce issues RE: barking dogs.
298 More traffic enforcement of vehicles driving through red lights when pedestrians are present. Have been
nearly hit by cars many times at the intersection of 4th and Orange, and Pomona and Orange.
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more traffic enforcement on 3rd & 4th!
more volunteer opportunities to reach out and help underprivileged populations in San Diego county
Municipal fiber internet
N Island traffic.
N/A.
Na
No sewage in the bay.
Not allow NIMBYs to veto every effort by the City to improve public spaces.
Not allowing CalTrans to do night work. I am exhausted and can't believe night work is permitted here.
They were cutting concrete, jack hammering and pouring gravel using heavy equipment ALL NIGHT for
weeks (Hotel Del Development project). I can't work, I can't think, and don't feel comfortable driving in this
state of exhaustion and am feeling sick from it, and the city is offering me no help. I have literally made
phone call after phone call. I am truly EXHAUSTED. When did sleep deprivation become ok? Does
Caltrans lobby politicians here? Why would taking away hundreds of people's ability to sleep be ok even
for one night, let alone for weeks? Would you want your family to experience this?Cigarette Smoke in
Condominiums should be outlawed. Since I moved into La Playa Tower in Coronado Shores I have had to
breathe in second-hand smoke on a daily basis. My sweet neighbor smokes a carton of cigarettes a week
and the toxic gasses come into my condominium every day throughout the day. It is as if I took of smoking.
I often time get migraines and upset stomach. I always assumed clean air would be my right, but it really
isn't. My neighbor will decide on whether or not I get cancer, stroke etc, not me.
Not allowing more housing.
Not sell out the city to visitors and the businesses who cater to bring more of them here.
Not so much on MY quality of life, but more of a "if I could fix one thing now, I would..." repair 3rd and
4th St. asphalt and work closely with NASNI Leadership as well as city planners on optimizing traffic flow
(i.e. timing and/or technology improvements of traffic lights). I am aware that this collaboration has gone on
in the past, but not sure when the last time this issue has been closely looked at. I might add one thing...the
re-asphalting of many of the streets has been a good thing, but as mentioned, there are still some pretty poor
road conditions on some of our streets (particularly 3rd and 4th).
Not to increase density of housing.
nothing
Nothing comes to mind
Nothing I am blessed by living here in Coronado.
NOTHING.
Offer more diverse activities at Ferry Landing & in public spaces, less restaurants.
Open a Bay Side Entrance to the Silver Strand State Beach at Coronado Bay Road so that small watercraft
enthusiasts may access the bay. The City of Coronado should immediately begin negotiations with the State
Parks and the Lowes Hotel to provide this public access. The State Park on the bay side has existing
restrooms, picnic tables, Aquatic Center and lifeguards and is not being used effectively because of the
difficulty accessing the area (the public must park on the ocean side of Hwy 75 and walk through tunnels to
the bay side...very difficult when hauling small watercraft).
Open back up without restrictions
Oppose building low- income housing at the smart + final location oppose the addition of higher - density
housing in Coronado. The island is already too crowded and parking is non existent on streets.
Oppose State mandate for additional affordable housing in Coronado.
Parking improved.
Parking issues!
Pick up the trash. Outside Lobster West is a mess every morning without fail. The trash comes from their
restaurant, they should be fined for not cleaning up before they close each night. Also, trash around
Coronado has never been so bad. I pick up trash on my walks and at the beach. This is an area that
Coronado is not doing a very good job with.
Plant trees on Alameda between 3rd & 2nd streets to hide the vacant weed-filled gulch/ lot.
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325 Please reconsider adding a pedestrian/ bike path on the sand next to the roads on Ocean Blvd. It could start
as the temporary material for better handicap access, but it would benefit everyone. And if well-received,
then transition to a permanent path that is divided for bikes and pedestrians. It would solve the sidewalk
discussion on Ocean Blvd!! Thank you.
326 Police enforce no cycling, Rollerblading, etc. or sidewalks.
327 Population - overcrowding.
328 Posting of community events for active & non active seniors.
329 preserve / improve the natural environment
330 Preserve the Historical value of the Community
331 Preserve urban density
332 Pressure the Navy assume responsibility for housing their employees.
333 Prevent excessive growth of housing.
334 prevent more residential development
335 prevent that building of affordable housing move being forced upon us
336 Prohibit fires on the beach except for North Beach.
337 promote more indoor recreational activities for kids and teens
338 Prosecute loud, fast, motorists that fail to obey traffic laws.
339 Protect the original housing that makes Coronado unique and quaint. Stop giving in to builders and realtors
and big money.
340 Provide affordable housing & processing ADU permit submittals.
341 Provide affordable housing and grocery options
342 Provide clear responsibility/ownership for residential noise enforcement. Enforce leash laws for dogs at
Tidelands park.
343 Provide more affordable housing- both to buy & rent.
344 Provide more affordable housing for military families.
345 Provide pedestrian and bicycle access across 3d and 4th Sts the length of the city.
346 Provide public and more affordable housing
347 Pursue a policy of measured growth. Don't try to freeze the City of Coronado in time, the results will be
disastrous.
348 Put a stop sign or a light at 9th and Orange. Also (2 things) fight Sandag on the increase in housing.
349 Put emphasis on stopping Tijuana River runoff to city beaches
350 put stop signs on Olive and Palm at interval intersections--right now it is dangerous
351 Put walls up along 3rd and 4th street to help with the constant LOUD traffic noise to and from the base. The
motorcycles are the worse.
352 Recall Gavin Newsolini so we can get back to living our lives and not having our business close due to his
Dictator edicts.
353 Reduce base (NASNI) commuter traffic noise.
354 Reduce car dependency: test more one-way streets, limit opportunities for cars to cross Orange (make cars
drive around town center to get to the other side), remove parking from Orange Ave., and reduce free public
parking on other streets in the downtown area, reduce amount of public space surrendered to cars, reduce
over-paved areas like Olive, promote non-car modes of transport, develop network of protected bike lanes,
increase opportunities for bikes and pedestrians to cross Orange safely, make streets and transitions
smoother for bikes, increase bike parking areas
355 Reduce density of housing.
356 Reduce development - too much tradffic and too many people already
357 reduce focus on tourism and focus on full time residents.
358 Reduce home density
359 REDUCE NOISE ON 3RD & 4TH STREETS. BEING USED AS RACE TRACKS! NOISE MAINLY
DUE TO SHOW - OFF PERSONALITY. ALSO, INSTALL BRIDGE CROSSING ON ORANGE 3RD/
4TH STREETS. VERY DANGEROUS TO CROSS!
360 Reduce noise pollution. Prohibit plastic carons - it's terrible for environment! Reduce light pollution at night
time.
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361 Reduce or eliminate traffic backup (left turns on side streets) from 4th Street coming on Island. Dangerous.
Allow for expansion of legal over garage units to provide additional family housing opportunities. Pressure
Spectrum to improve their system infrastructure.
362 Reduce overdevelopment of the city and not allowing increases in number of dwelling units
363 Reduce property taxes.
364 Reduce short term rentals.
365 Reduce siren volumes on Ambulances and fire trucks - absolutely the most disturbing sirens of any city I
have ever been to, domestically and internationally. Totally unnecessary to hear a siren six blocks away366 Reduce splitting residential lots.
367 Reduce the amount of traffic and strongly enforce speed and noise limits.
368 Reduce the density, way too crowded!
369 Reduce the noise! Loud car exhaust systems; loud live music at open air venues, etc.
370 Reduce traffic
371 Reduce traffic and traffic noise in Silver Strand
372 Reduce traffic congestion and number of daily trips from navy personnel traveling to the bases.
373 Reduce traffic congestion and over-developent.
374 Reduce traffic congestion, including vehicle traffic threats to bicyclists. Transiting Orange Ave from First
Street to the Shores takes way too much time. Having been fortunate to live here over 40 years, I have
experienced at least 10 near miss encounters with vehicles in 2020 with vehicles at fault. That's not been the
norm. It's dangerous to ride you bike anymore in this town.
375 Reduce traffic especially to and from Naval bases. Encourage Navy to provide and encourage car pooling.
Work on it !!!! Tired of the same old excuses.
376 Reduce traffic on 3rd and 4th with cut and cover underpass, at least across Orange
377 Reduce traffic on our streets
378 Reduced housing costs
379 Reducing overall noise
380 Reimagine Police; better treatment of the residents by the police; Police response to Covid on beaches
especially Coronado Grand Caribe park was a disaster; police tickets countless mothers and their children at
Silverstrand Elementary School for a wrong turn in morning traffic. Allowing alcohol on beaches would be
a great plus. Opening all the parking lots at Silver Strand Beach. Traffic during rush hour needs
381 Rein in the Hotel Del from over developing and colonizing the beach in front of the hotel.
382 Reinstate the toll so that residents can actually have access to parking etc, instead of constantly fighting for
space from visitors.
383 Reintroduce summer shuttle
384 Reject the SANDAG and State of California mandate to build high density low income housing on an
already crowded island.
385 Relieve stress! Keep up the good fight with the Port/State to keep Coronado CORONADO!
386 Relieve traffic congestion. Make city streets more bicycle and pedestrian safer. Offer more public
transportation perhaps trolleys?[?] Study possibility of fashioning main street cabo[?] of two hornets towns
i.e. making busy zone of Orange Ave. a "walking street". have parking down the lanoling and offer "rides"
or walking to Orange Ave.
387 Remove old trees on the city easement within residential areas and repair side walks.
388 renovate/ Improve underground infrastructure
389 reopen the Spreckels center
390 Repair 3rd & 4th.
391 Repair cracked sidewalks
392 Repair uneven sidewalks, decrease future density/numbers of condos being constructed on privately owned
lotsAnd reduce amount of bridges traffic
393 Repairs to alleys as needed. The alley in the 700 block between C and Orange Ave is in poor condition.
394 Replace the school district administration
395 require lower motorcycle noise
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396 Require low-income housing managers to allow tenant-installed air conditioning units. More active
enforcement of noise complaints.
397 require more off street parking for new residential building
398 Required new builds or 2 story remodels to plant from an approved - non aggressive growing trees for
privacy. It is terribly sad this is not a requirement. I am not anti growth or change or development But Please
have new builds plant hedges/ trees that will give privacy to neighbors along back fences!
399 Restart pre-covid events/activities
400 Restrict replacing older homes with 4 - 8 apt buildings. Check car speed on local streets. Provide some light
in local streets.
401 Restrict rezoning and proposing high density housing in the North Commercial Rezone, an area already
experiencing significant impacts to city infrastructure, traffic, parking, the environment, and public health
and safety. The city has identified several other areas in Coronado including ADU's on personal property,
and military land for low income housing, that would provide a significant number of more housing units
than is required to meet the 912 housing units mandated by the State and SANDAG.
402 Restrict the large volume of traffic, especially in spring and summer and reduce the over-building of our
neighborhoods!!
403 Run the free bus shutte year round instead of just in the summer.
404 Safety - keep our neighborhoods safer from crime and speeding in the CAYS! Reduce taxes.
405 Security
406 Sewage spills
407 Sidewalk the pair of all residents with wheelchairs.
408 Slow down the dangerous traffic on 10th street and consider introduction of resident parking. My cat was
killed on this street last year and there have been two major accidents involving children and cars directly
outside my house. It is a race track for the rear base entrance, especially early in the morning which creates
significant traffic noise. Plus with Buona Forchetta opening a couple of blocks away (that has very little
required off-street parking) has put a strain on parking availability, pedestrian visibility and people fighting
for spaces, which will only get worse as the pandemic ends and summer approaches. Please do a study or
put in speed bumps or do something to slow down traffic on this street before someone gets killed, and
evaluate options for resident parking in the areas on 10th close to Orange that have been impacted by
increased business development.Also, please bring back kids swimming lessons at the community pool
ASAP. My seven year olds can't swim safety yet and a whole generation of children will miss out on
learning this vital life skill. Fall classes are not a popular option for small children due to lower air
409 Some streets are very dark at night. May be install some more lights.
410 Somehow make the prices of homes more affordable for the middle class
411 SPEAK THE TRUTH ABOUT THE YEAR-LONG "PANDEMIC" AND QUIT MANDATING MASKS
AND CLOSED SMALL BUSINESSES & SCHOOLS!
412 Stay conservative and educated in as many areas of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
413 Stop (yes you Mayor) stop the ever ending of building, plowing down anything so that the City can get more
tax revenue. The City is changing in a very bad way, so that we are losing our identity
414 stop allowing high density / condo building in 'Coronado
415 Stop allowing so many houses and condos to be crammed on small lots. The overbuilding is really making
the quality of life in Coronado deteriorate. When you cram four houses on a small lot, that is 8 more cars
for that street (2 per unit average). More cars clog our streets and the houses crammed together really make
quality of life less desirable here by blocking light and air and space. . We have been homeowners since
1998 and the worst thing Coronado does is allow over development, which crowds our community. We live
between 9th and 10th on E. Within a two block radius, you can see multiple examples of cramming small
condos on small lots and that just contributes to congestion in all of the surrounding streets. There are times
when we talk about possibly leaving Coronado if the congestion and overdevelopment impacts quality of
life more.
416 stop building and overdevelopment!
417 Stop building more homes
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418 Stop building more houses! 4 houses replacing 1 house causes overcrowding & no parking. They cannot
build qoot low income housing here. there is no space.
419 Stop building residential homes on top of each other we are too crowded.
420 Stop constructions and the noise of the cars is unbearable I live in the Shores and the motorcycles buses and
sports cars is something to be addressed TO LOWER THE NOISE ESPECIALLY IN THE STOP LIGHT
OF SILVER STRANDS AND LAS ARENAS! PLEASE ESPECIALLY I HAVE NOTICED THEY USE
THIS AS A RACE TRACKI
421 Stop converting a single lot to a 3 house lot
422 Stop dividing lots & building more housing. We have no place to park as it is!
423 Stop frying us with 5G.
424 Stop increased residential density, whether lot split, vertical development, etc.
425 Stop massive apartment complexes from being developed
426 stop overdeveloping it.
427 Stop Overdevelopment and reduce density
428 stop the building of houses on 90percent of the property. there is no balance between environment and
structure.
429 Stop the low income housing
430 stop the Navy traffic, require the Navy to stop single occupancy vehicle commuters, and provide mass
transit for the Navy. But also, you MUST stop the pollution from Tijuana..I feel like we live in sewage, all
the time!!
431 Stop the overbuildiing
432 Stop using glyphosate/round-up products. Especially where children play (ie. Parks).
433 Strictly enforce the 25-day minimum for short term rentals!!!!!!!
434 Strongly enforce traffic violations, including speeding BUSES (always speeding on Orange and rarely use
their turn signals) and adding stop signs and crosswalks at intersections (e.g., 10th and F street and all along
Ocean) to prevent children from getting hit by cars. Given that walking and biking are so integral to the
charm and flow of the city, there should be a 4-way stop sign at ALL intersections.
435 Study and act on sea level rising
436 support diversity
437 Support housing opportunities that increase the diversity of our community, i.e. increase multi-family
dwelling and housing availability to mid and lower income families.
438 Support in any way possible REDUCTION OF SEWAGE flow fron the south!
439 Support moderate cost housing opportunities, both to allow for some diversity and to allow some of our kids
to live here.
440 SUPPORT the 2nd Amendment! REDUCE gun control!
441 Support the building of The Winn at the Coronado Library!
442 Support the Coronado Cays better. We are a part of Coronado
443 SUPPORT THE EFFORT TO LIMIT THE SPREAD OF COVID 19
444 Supporting small businesses through these uncertain economic times, and beyond.
445 Take care of aging infrastructure across the city, including ease of pedestrian and bicycle use off the main
roads that cross town.
446 Teenagers loitering in residential areas skateboarding especially.
447 Tell SANDAG to leave Coronado alone ... we have been built out since the late 20th century .... no
additional housing should be added.
448 The city has residential areas with high value property which I am assuming generates lots of taxes yet the
Coronado public library is one of the poorest libraries I have seen around the County and City of San Diego,
it is an embarrassment and I don't see how the outdated material will support our youth or aging adults in the
area, it also lacks reading diversity, such as material in Spanish or Japanese or any other language.
449 The city must already do it because i can't think of anything.
450 The city of Coronado can add more public parking.
451 The less government, the better!
452 The noise of Air plain, Ambulance and motorcycles
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453 the quality of life in Coronado for year round residents come first
454 The skatepark is great, but the youth in Coronado need more options for safe and affordable recreation in
town without harassment from the CPD. If the school grounds are closed, and the skatepark is closed, kids
should not be reprimanded for skating, biking, scootering, or hanging out as long as property rules and noise
levels are respected.
455 The vast influx of tourists to Coronado inhibits my enjoying our community. I don't know what could be
done to reduce the volume of tourist visiting our town but I'd like to see more emphasis placed on the quality
of life of our residents as opposed to catering to tourists.
456 There are far too many people that visit and park anywhere....blocking driveways and handicap access on
the curb. Individuals riding their bikes on the sidewalks, especially Orange. I understand the importance of
tourists but at times it feels like residents quality of life is compromised for the benefit of tourists. For my
family Coronado is the perfect place to live but the traffic and volume of people visiting has increased to the
point where certain areas of town are avoided, primarily on the weekends.
457 There is an urgent need to promote, accept and welcome diversity in our city. Thank you.
458 Think of the quality of life for the residents before putting our needs second to the tourism industry.
459 To pursue to actively engage citizens in various city events
460 To support a Trader Joe's here.
461 Total ban on bicycles, skateboards, roller blades, etc. from all sidewalks in town for anyone over the age of
ten. For right now, I strongly urge enforcement of current laws regarding those modes of transportation in
business district. We need uniformed officers walking beats for an hour or two each shift in the business
area to inform violators to stop or to give them a ticket. Officers can park their car in the business district
for 15 minutes and walk two blocks and interact with the violators. Might even work with the smoking in
public ban or catching texters driving their cars while driving, parking, or coasting through stop signs.
462 traffic - use more circles
463 Traffic coming into Coronado between 5 am & 7 am is out of hand, loud music, speeding and transit on 2nd
street which is not allowed. Police is not enforcing this traffic because is too early. Please help!! This matter
needs attention.
464 Traffic control - keep military cars on 3rd, 4th, Pomona and something to help with tourists on bikes/ or
walking with no clue about car traffic. Second - flooding issues.
465 Traffic control on First, Third, Fourth and Orange (lower the number of cars)
466 Traffic enforcement (speeding and running stop signs).
467 Traffic flow on Orange Avenue. Fine in the morning before 0700, then bad particularly at 6th and 10th
468 traffic issues. Close A, B, and C from Third Street
469 traffic light timing - people will not speed if the lights are timed, also they will not enter the side streets
470 Traffic management.
471 Traffic on and off the base. Excessive speeding throughout residential areas leading the back entrance to the
base and noise associated with speeding cars.
472 traffic reduction
473 TRAFFIC SPEED & NOISE ON ALAMEDA BLVD IS OBNOXIOUS - IF YOU'RE OLD ENOUGH TO
DRIVE YOU'RE OLD ENOUGH TO BE ACCOUNTABLE - TREAT RESIDENTS WITH RESPECT STOP DRAG RACING & SPEEDING ESPECIALLY BETWEEN 8PM - 8AM - THE CITY POLICE
NEED TO RESPECT RESIDENTS & ENFORCE COMMONSENSE RULES.
474 Traffic, reducing and preventing flooding, limit residential developments.
475 Traffic/Speed
476 Treat Coronado at residential community cut back attracting tourism.
477 TUNNEL FROM TOLL PLAZA TO NAS NORTH ISLAND.
478 Underground electrical
479 Underground the utilities already! Quit making excuses and get it done!
480 Underground unsightly power/utility lines
481 UNDERGROUND UTILITIES.
482 Underground utilities.
483 Undetermined.
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484 Vehicle
485 Very happy with my quality of life and the City of Coronado does not reduce it nor need to improve it.
486 Visitors and military driving way to fast and running stop signs by ferry landing. When riding my kids to
school in a bike trailer I feel somewhat safe but there's always a couple people that don't pay attention
around orange and second street. It helps a lot to have the officers stop traffic for kids and people to cross on
the way to my kids school. Also I've had two bikes locked up that have been stolen but that seems to be
something that's unavoidable anywhere you choose to live.
487 WATCH THE POPULATION GROWTH - KEY ISSUE.
488 Water
489 We are very concerned about the proposed housing for the Smart and Final lot. It would add to the
congestion and also we need to have a full service grocery store in addition to Vons.If I could have a
secondary wish it would be to monitor the speed and noise of cars and motorcycles on First Street
490 We enjoy a really wonderful quality of life in Coronado and feel fortunate to be apart of this community. I
am concerned about how the city will be able to manage the increased housing density that has been
mandated by SANDAG. I'm mostly concerned about the impact on bridge traffic and straining the city's
public and safety resources (e.g. schools, police, fire, EMT). I know the City has been working hard to have
the housing allocation reduced, but have so far been unsuccessful. I would like to have a better
understanding of how the housing issue will be addressed if the City has to create the additional units.
Additionally, I have concerns about the impact climate change will have on the community. I don't have a
clear understanding of what efforts Coronado is doing to reduce it's carbon footprint and prepare for rising
491 Widen sidewalk at beach so I can fit my stroller and dog without forcing others to walk in the street to get
around us.
492 Work on how to get motorists to obey traffic speed limits and reduce speed limit in some areas.
493 Work to open up Coronado from Covid restrictions. Public places, parks, pools.
494 Work with Navy to reduce needlessly high noise levels of aircraft and base activities.
495 Year round childcare through CUSD
496 Youth rape crisis to minors under 16 y/o youth looting/hanging around Orange Ave.
497 Zoning...By allowing 4 units to be built on a lot that had one unit....Thats why the traffic and parking is
terrible on streets not a sleepy town anywhere.

